DT-MRI denoising and neuronal fiber tracking.
Diffusion tensor imaging can provide the fundamental information required for viewing structural connectivity. However, robust and accurate acquisition and processing algorithms are needed to accurately map the nerve connectivity. In this paper, we present a novel algorithm for extracting and visualizing the fiber tracts in the CNS, specifically in the brain. The automatic fiber tract mapping problem will be solved in two phases, namely a data smoothing phase and a fiber tract mapping phase. In the former, smoothing of the diffusion-weighted data (prior to tensor calculation) is achieved via a weighted TV-norm minimization, which strives to smooth while retaining all relevant detail. For the fiber tract mapping, a smooth 3D vector field indicating the dominant anisotropic direction at each spatial location is computed from the smoothed data. Neuronal fibers are then traced by calculating the integral curves of this vector field. Results are expressed using three modes of visualization: (1) Line integral convolution produces an oriented texture which shows fiber pathways in a planar slice of the data. (2) A streamtube map is generated to present a 3D view of fiber tracts. Additional information, such as degree of anisotropy, can be encoded in the tube radius, or by using color. (3) A particle system form of visualization is also presented. This mode of display allows for interactive exploration of fiber connectivity with no additional preprocessing.